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Results of numerical simulation of reverse recovery processes in a two-terminal GaAs optothyristor
are presented. In the highly conductingON state there are many excess carriers in the inner layers
of the device. Reversing the anode voltage removes these carriers, turning the device off. The
behavior of aPnpNstructure after reversing the anode voltage essentially depends on the width of
then base. For a widen base, negative anode voltage has little effect on carrier removal. In the case
of a narrown region, penetration of an electric field into thep base is responsible for a fast removal
of slowly diffusing holes from the device. This allows decrease in turn-off times by several orders
of magnitude over traditional two-terminal devices. The thyristor is switched off completely after
the time interval, when all holes have been evacuated from thep base. Reverse-recovery time for
this regime of ‘‘n-base punchthrough’’ is calculated in terms of device parameters. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!09301-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been a growing interest in optoele
tronic thyristor-like light-emitting semiconductor device
based on III–V direct band-gap semiconductor structures.1–6

These bistable devices have two distinct electrical and op
cal states. In theOFF state their resistance is high and n
optical emission occurs, while in theON state the devices
emit light and exhibit low impedances. Transition betwee
the two states is induced by either an optical or an electri
input, making it possible to use them as optoelectron
switches.1,3 Other applications include optical amplifiers,7

optoelectronic integrated circuits and elements of dynam
optoelectronic memory,8 negative differential resistance
lasers,9 laser/laser drivers, etc. Many of these applicatio
require high speed. While gallium arsenide thyristors dem
onstrated fast subnanosecond turn-on~with switching times
below 300 ps!,10 the low turn-off speed is still a serious
problem. During device operation in theON state, carrier
concentrations in the centraln andp layers of a thyristor are
much higher than in equilibrium. In order to switch the de
vice off, excess carriers, supporting theON state, have to be
reduced below the holding level. Otherwise, a small increa
of the anode voltageVA rapidly switches the thyristor on due
to the so-calleddV/dt switching.11 Attempts to remove ex-
cess carriers by reversing the anode voltage have not b
successful. It was reported8 that several microseconds were
required for an excess charge to reach equilibrium after a
plying a negative anode voltage to the two-terminal devic
which initially operated in theON state.

A well-known method of handling this problem is to us
gates, attached directly to the bases of a thyristor. The g
turn off of GaAs thyristors demonstrated a high-speed r
sponse of the order of 2 ns12 because both excess holes an
electrons are swept out into the gates by an electric fie
Gated thyristors are technologically more complicated th
two-terminal devices. For such applications as integration
thyristors into large two-dimensional arrays,13 only two-

a!Electronic mail: korobov@ciao.eng.wayne.edu
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terminal devices without gates may be used. The fast rec
ery of PnpNstructures could essentially expand their appl
cations for optical parallel processing, copying, an
transmission of optical images.

Here we present results of numerical simulation of r
verse recovery processes in a GaAs optoelectronic thyris
While numerous calculations have been presented on
based power thyristors, little has been done for GaAs-bas
PnpN structures.@We use the notationsP and N for the
heavily doped outer regions~emitters!, and n and p for
lightly doped inner regions~bases!#. To date there has been
little research done on direct simulation of four-layerPnpN
optical switches.15 The main attention in Ref. 15 was paid to
the effects of optical generation and carrier lifetimes on d
current–voltage characteristics of the switches. Reverse
covery processes of GaAs optothyristors have not been p
lished yet.

The main emphasis of our article is the analysis of r
covery processes in optothyristors, when then base becomes
punched through after applying a negative anode voltag
This recovery process allows one to decrease switching tim
of two-terminal devices simply by applying a negative anod
voltage to the anode of an optothyristor. Knowledge of r
covery times is important for the design of fast optoele
tronic switches.13 The highest operating frequency is als
limited by the recovery time.16 An expression for a recovery
time in terms of device parameters has been derived via
analysis of our simulation results.

Formulation of the numerical approach is given in Se
II. Simulation results are presented in Sec. III. The effects
device geometry on the rate of carriers removal as well as
the immunity with respect todV/dt switching are discussed.

II. NUMERICAL APPROACH

The semiconductor device equations we solved are Po
son’s equation for electrostatic potentialc

F1~j!5¹•e¹c2q~n2p1NA2ND!50 ~1!
1143143/8/$6.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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and time-dependent current continuity equations for elec
and hole concentrationsn andp:

F2~j!5
]n

]t
2¹•

Jn
q

2R~n,p!1G50, ~2!

F3~j!5
]p

]t
1¹•

Jp
q

2R~n,p!1G50. ~3!

Here Jn and Jp are electron and hole current densitie
NA andND donor and acceptor concentrations,q is electron
charge, andG is the rate of optical generation.j is a group of
variables, consisting ofn,p, andc. The recombination term
in Eqs. ~2! and ~3! accounts for three major mechanisms
generation recombination: band-to-band radiative recom
nation Rsp, Hall–Shockley–ReadRHSR and Auger RAug
terms:

R~n,p!5Rsp1RHSR1RAug , ~4!

Rsp5B0~np2ni
2!, ~5!

RHSR5
np2ni

2

t1~n1n1!1t2~p1p1!
, ~6!

RAug5~C1n1C2p!~np2ni
2!. ~7!

Here ni stands for intrinsic carrier concentration in GaA
B057.7310210 cm3/s is the spontaneous recombinati
coefficient.17 Parameters of the HSR recombination a
tn5tp5531027 s andn15p15ni , the intrinsic concentra-
tion. Using these values, we assume that the device is
high quality and the recombination through deep defect l
els is not a major recombination process.Rsp gives the main
contribution to the total recombination termR(n,p) in Eq.
~4!. The impact ionization mechanism is not included in t
current simulator because, as will be seen from our res
this effect is not important in the range of applied reve
voltages under considerations. Temperature is assumed
300 K.

The box integration method18 has been used to discretiz
the Poisson’s equation. A Sharfetter–Gummel scheme19 has
been implemented for the discretization of the drift-diffusi
continuity equations. A fully implicit finite difference schem
generates a nonlinear system of discrete equations, which
been solved by Newton–Raphson method.18 The indepen-
dent variables for differentiation were chosen to be hole
electron densitiesp andn, and electrostatic potentialc. The
solution at the previous moment of time was always used
an initial guess to get a solution at the next time mome
The Yale Sparse Matrix Solver20 has been used for the inve
sion of the Jacobian matrix at each iteration step.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To analyze the reverse recovery of an optothyristor,
simulate transient processes after a negative anode volta
applied to the device, which operates in theON state. First of
all we find a stationary solution of Eqs.~1!–~3!, correspond-
ing to theON state.

To go from theOFF to theON state we did the following.
Starting from equilibrium, we incremented voltage to get s
1144 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 2, 15 January 1996
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tionary carrier and potential distributions in the forwar
blocking mode. Generation termG in Eq. ~4! is equal to
zero. Under these conditions there occurs a large volta
drop across the middlepn junction and small current density.
To switch the device on, we assume that thyristor has be
activated by light. It means that at the moment of timet50
the generation termGÞ0 is added to the expression~4! and
a relaxation period starts. Optical carrier generation has
significant effect on carrier distribution and current density
the ON state. Because theON state of thyristor is self-
supporting, after some interval of time we can turn light of
and the device remains in the highly conducting state. Afte
transient decay, the stationary solution, corresponding to
highly conducting state at some forward bias was obtaine
This procedure was found to be very efficient for ‘‘prepara
tion’’ of the initial state.

After the steadyON state is reached the anode voltage
reversed att50. We will consider two structures. Structure
consists of two outer regions~P and N! doped with 1017

cm23, and inner regions~p andn! equally doped with 1015

cm23. Widths ofP,n,p, andN layers are 2.5, 7.5, 5, and 2
mm, respectively. Structure II has the same doping profi
but n-base width for the second device is five times small
than for the structure I~1.5 mm!, p-base width remains the
same~5 mm!. The sizes of the heavily dopedP andN regions
are 3.5 and 3mm. Total length of the device II is 13mm. We
will refer to structures I and II as to structures with ‘‘wide’’
and ‘‘narrow’’ bases, respectively.

A. ‘‘Wide’’ n base

Initially device I operated in theON state with a current
density 795 A/cm2 and a forward voltage drop 1 V. Figure 1
shows potential and carrier distributions for the structure I
the ON state. From Fig. 1~a! we can see that there is practi
cally no potential barrier near the middlepn junction at
x510 mm. A dashed line shows equilibrium distribution o
electrostatic potential; anode~located atx50! was assumed
to be grounded. Figure 1~b! shows that there exists a
quasineutrality in the inner regions, where carrier concent
tions are almost equal to each other:n(x)'p(x)'2.531016

cm23. It means that device operates at a high injection lev
i.e., electron and hole concentrations are much greater th
background doping concentrations 1015 cm23 in both bases.

At the moment of timet50 the external circuit is
switched to a reverse bias and a negative voltageV is applied
to the anode. Current immediately changes its direction
flow and current decay is shown in Fig. 2. Curves 1 and
show the total particle currents versus time forV521 V and
V526 V. It is seen, that reverse current is not a stron
function of applied voltage for all moments of time excep
for a very short time interval~,0.05 ns!, when a displace-
ment current is essential.

When anode voltage became negative, electrons fro
the centern and p regions go to the right, reach thepN
junction and are dragged out by the field of the reverse
ased junction to the cathode. This current flow does n
cause the decrease of electron concentration in the cente
the device, because the total number of electrons leav
some region is compensated by the same number of e
V. Korobov and V. Mitin
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trons coming to the region. Decrease of electrons concent
tion takes place only near thePn junction. Here electrons
have been carried off to the right and they have not be
replaced from the left, because the amount of electrons in
P emitter is negligible. The decrease of electrons concen
tions here gives rise to a space-charge region, where elec
field starts to build up. As can be seen from the Fig. 3 t
development of the depletion region with high electric fie
stops at the moment of timet'0.25. At the same time no
depletion region has been formed near thepN junction,
where the electric field is close to the equilibrium value. Th
asymmetry is due to the different diffusivities of electron
and holes in GaAs.

After the depletion region has been built up near thePn
junction, the next stage of relaxation starts, when the elec
field’s magnitude changes little, and the carrier concent
tions slowly decrease with time. As electron and hole dist
butions show~Fig. 4!, outside the depletion region the neu

FIG. 1. Potential and carrier distributions alongPnpNstructure I. Dopings
of P andN outer regions are 1017 cm23; p andn bases have dopings 1015

cm23. Pn,np, andnP junctions are atx52.5mm, x59 mm, andx515mm.
~a! Distribution of potential in theON state at forward bias 1 V~curve 1!.
Curve 2 shows equilibrium potential plot.~b! Curve 1 and 2 represent elec
tron and hole densities for the same structure at forward bias 1 V. In in
regions carrier concentrations are much greater than concentrations of
ants~1015 cm23!. Dashed line 3 shows equilibrium electron distribution.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 2, 15 January 1996
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tral region still exists, where charge neutrality is maintaine
due to equal numbers of electrons and holes. In the spa
charge region the number of electrons is negligible, and
total charge is simply the charge of uncompensated don
with concentrationND ~number of remaining holes is much
smaller thanND!. Neglecting the contribution of the mobile
charge we can write for the electric fieldE(x) in then region
near thePn junction:

E~x!5
4pq

e
ND~x2a!, ~8!

wherea, the width of the space-charge region, can be fou
as a 5 AeV/2pqND. Calculation for V56 V gives
a50.2631023 cm, what corresponds to Fig. 3.

Figure 5 shows current distributions of electrons an
holes at two different moments of timet54.5 ns andt514
ns. The sum of electronj n and holej p currents is practically

ner
dop-

FIG. 2. Time variation of the total electric current through structure I fo
voltages, pulsed att50 from 1 to21 V ~curve 1! and from 1 to26 V
~curve 2!.

FIG. 3. Electric field in structure I at different moments of timet after
reversing voltage from 1 to26 V at t50. ~1! t50.05 ns,~2! t51 ns, ~3!
t52.5 ns. Aftert52.5 ns distribution of electric field practically does no
change with time.
1145V. Korobov and V. Mitin
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constant through the whole device, so displacement cur
is negligible. In the space-charge region electron concen
tion is negligible and the total currentj (t) is controlled by
holes. It can be written as

j ~ t !'qmpp~x,t !E~x,t !. ~9!

For arbitrary moment of time hole concentration can
expressed as

p~x,t !5
j ~ t !

qmpE~x,t !
5

j ~ t !

mp~4pq2/e!ND~x2a!
. ~10!

FIG. 4. Hole ~solid lines! and electrons~dashed lines! at different time
momentst for structure I:~1! t54.5 ns,~2! t514 ns,~3! t5100 ns. In the
space-charge region~betweenx52.6 mm andx54.5mm! electron concen-
tration is negligible. Hole concentration here is larger because holes, s
out to theP emitter ~located atx,2mm!, are replaced from the right. Nev
ertheless, hole density in this region can be neglected in comparison
donor concentrationND51015 cm23. Dotted line 4 corresponds to the ele
tron distribution for a steadyON state. Equilibrium hole concentration~curve
5! is also shown for a comparison.

FIG. 5. Distributions of current for structure I att54.5 ns~a! andt514 ns
~b!. The numbers 1 and 2 indicate hole and electron currents, respect
Displacement current is negligible fort>2.5 ns after reversing the anod
voltage from 1 to26 V.
1146 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 2, 15 January 1996
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~The last formula is valid in the region of high electric field
where the drift term is dominant and diffusion is negligible!
From Eq. ~10! we obtain that hole concentration atx50
decreases with time proportionally to the currentj (t):

p~x50,t !5
j ~ t !

mp~4pq2/e!NDa
; j ~ t !, ~11!

what approximately corresponds to Figs. 2 and 4.
At the edge of the depletion region atx5a the total

current j (t)' j p(x,t), the hole current as can be seen from
Fig. 5. Electron currentj n is negligible because of small
number of electrons there. Using this, we can write for ele
tric field at x5a:

E~a,t !52
kT

q

1

n~a,t !

]n

]x U
x5a

. ~12!

Equation~12! means that electron drift and diffusion current
compensate each other at this point. Taking into account, t
on the right of depletion region atx>a n(x,t)'p(x,t), it is
easy to obtain, that the total hole current at the edge of t
neutral region is equally distributed between drift and diffu
sion components as was first pointed out by Benda a
Spenke23 in the analysis of recovery problem inp2 i2n
rectifiers:

qDp

]p

]x U
x5a

5
1

2
j ~ t !. ~13!

Gradient of hole distribution can be roughly estimated
andp/dx' p̄(t)/Wn/2, whereWn is the width of then base,
p̄(t) is the hole density in the space-charge region. Nume
cal analysis shows that this estimation is reasonable as s
as p̄(t) is at least ten times greater than impurity concentr
tion. After this we have practically linear dependence o
p(x) in the wholen base. Assuming thatp̄(t)@ND we can
write, that j (t)'2qDp[ p̄(t)/Wn/2#. It means, thatp̄(t) also
decreases proportionally to the total currentj (t). The latter is
not a strong function of the applied voltageV. Taking
into account Eq.~11! we obtain that the ratiop̄(t)/p(x50,t)
'2q2pNDa/(ekT)'A~V!. It does not depend on time and
increases with the increase of applied voltage. For para
eters usedNd51015 cm23, kT50.025 eV,V56 V, we obtain
p̄(t)/p(x50,t)'43103, what on the order of magnitude
corresponds to the curves in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4.

From the results of calculations for the ‘‘wide’’ structure
it follows what is known experimentally: an attempt to pu
out both electrons and holes by reversing anode voltage
not effective. Only electrons with a high mobility can be
evacuated. The total voltage drop occurs across the spa
charge region, which has been formed near thePn junction.
After this, the next slow period starts, when electric field
almost constant in the device, carrier concentrations grad
ally decrease. Part of the structure outside the depletion
gion remains quasineutral and is flooded by excess carrie
whose concentrations decrease proportionally to the curr
density j (t), which is practically independent on the revers

wept
-
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-

vely.
e
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applied voltage. Reverse recovery process for the struct
is a slow process, because electric field has little effect on
rate of holes removal.

B. ‘‘Narrow’’ base

Now we will consider another situation, when the wid
of n base is comparable with or less than the depletion
gion, formed after applying a negative anode voltage. In
case then layer becomes completely depleted and is una
to consume all applied voltage. We call ann base ‘‘narrow’’
if its widthWn is less than the width of a space-charge reg
a 5 AeV/(2pqND) at a given voltageV. Figures 6–9 show
distributions of carriers and electric field at different m
ments of time after applying a negative voltageV526 V to
the structure II att50. It is seen, that after a depletion regi

FIG. 6. Electric field at various moments of timet after applying the anod
voltage26 V to structure II.n and p bases have widths 1.5 and 5mm,
respectively. Doping concentrations are the same as in structure I.
length of the structure is 13mm. ~1! t50.3 ns,~2! t50.7 ns,~3! t51.1 ns,
~4! t51.5 ns.

FIG. 7. Hole~solid lines! and electron~dashed lines! distributions for struc-
ture II. The numbers near the curves correspond to the following time
ments:~1! t50.3 ns,~2! t50.7 ns,~3! t51.1 ns. Curve 4 corresponds to t
equilibrium hole distribution.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 2, 15 January 1996
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has been formed near thePn junction alln base is completely
depleted and the field starts to penetrate into thep base. The
boundary betweenn andp bases is then located atx55 mm.
In the second stage of reverse recovery process we can i
cate three different regions in the device~Fig. 10!: the deple-
tion region I, which coincides now with the wholen base,
and two neutral regions II and III. In the region II there is
constant electric fieldE0(t), electrons concentration is smal
and hole concentration has decreased up to the equilibri
level: p5NA . The right boundary of this regionl 0(t) moves
to the right, so that region III becomes narrower. In regio
III, electrons and hole densitiesn(x,t)'p(x,t)'n̄(x,t). The
electric field is small in this region as well as the spac
charge. From Fig. 7 it is seen that att'1.7 ns the boundary
between regions II and III reaches thepN junction. It means
that at this moment all excess holes have been evacua
from thep base and the depletion region near thepN junction
has been formed. At this moment of time the total curre
noticeably decreases~Fig. 12!. Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate
that att.1.7 ns there are two depletion regions; the first

Total

mo-
e

FIG. 8. Electric field in structure II at time moments when depletion regio
near thepN junction has been formed:~1! 1.7, ~2! 1.9 ns.

FIG. 9. Hole distribution for the same time moments~lines 1 and 2! as in
Fig. 8. Curves 3 corresponds to the hole concentration in theON state; curve
4 shows equilibrium hole distribution.
1147V. Korobov and V. Mitin
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near thePn and the second is near thepN junction. It means
that in the regime ofn-base punchthrough not only electron
but also holes have been removed from the center region
the device during a short period time'1.6 ns. After this
process two outer junctions are reverse biased.

The timetp , required for the electric field to go throug
the wholep base, determines the rate of removal of exc
carriers from the device and, as we will see, is crucial
increase of immunity with respect todV/dt switching. This
increase was observed experimentally in Ref. 14. It is p
sible to get a closed expression fortp . Poisson’s equation in
the completely depletedn region

]E~x,t !

]x
5
4pq

e
ND ~14!

can be integrated with the boundary conditi
E(x5Wn)5E0(t):

FIG. 10. Schematic plot of the electric field distributionE(x) at some mo-
ment of time after the beginning of electric field penetration into thep base
of structure II.n region~located at 0,x,Wn! is completely depleted. In the
region II hole concentration is equal to equilibrium value; electric field
E0(t). Excess holes and electrons are present only in the quasineutral r
III. The boundary between regions II and III is located atx5 l 0(t) and
moves to the right with the increase of time.

FIG. 11. Hole currentJh in structure II vs coordinatex at time moments:~1!
0.3, ~2! 0.7, ~3! 1.1 ns.
1148 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 2, 15 January 1996
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E~x,t !5
4pq

e
ND~x2Wn!1E0~ t !. ~15!

E0(t) is the electric field in region II. It is position indepen-
dent, because the total current here is controlled by hol
whose concentration is equal to doping concentrationsNA :

j' j p~ t !5qmpE0~ t !NA . ~16!

Figure 11 shows that it is true up to the pointx5 l 0(t).
At x5 l 0(t)E0(t) goes to zero. Assuming that its drop is
abrupt after the second integration of the Poisson equat
the voltage dropV across the device can be written as

V5
EMWn

2
1E0~ t !@ l 0~ t !1Wn#, ~17!

whereEM5(4pq/e)NDWn .
The boundaryx5 l 0(t) moves to the right with the ve-

locity udl0/dtu. To get a relationship betweenudl0/dtu and the
currentj (t) we will integrate the hole continuity Eq.~3! over
thep base:

]P

]t
1
j ~ t !

q
5E

0

Wp
R~n,p!dx, ~18!

whereP is the total number of holes in thep base, which can
be written as

P5NAl 0~ t !1n̄@Wp2 l 0~ t !#. ~19!

The right-hand part of Eq.~18! can be estimated as
B0n̄

2[Wp2 l 0(p)]. We will see below that this term is small
and can be omitted. Using Eq.~18!, we see that the boundary
x5 l 0(t) moves to the right with the velocityudl0/dtu so that
the carrier content of the swept-out region just covers th
current densityj (t):

j5qn̄Udl0dt U5qmpE0~ t !NA . ~20!

To integrate the last equation we will assume tha
n̄5const and after multiplying Eq.~20! by [ l 0(t)1Wn# and
taking into account of Eq.~17!, we get

is
gion

FIG. 12. Time evolution of the total particle current for structure II. Att50
voltageV has been switched fromV511 V to V526 V.
V. Korobov and V. Mitin
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l 0
2~ t !12l 0Wn5

2mp NA

n̄
~V2V0!~ t2t0!, ~21!

whereV05EMWn/25(2pq/e)NDWn
2 ,t0 is the moment of

time, corresponding to the beginning of electric field penet
tion into thep base:l 0(t0)50.

Using Eq.~21!, we can estimate the current density du
ing the time interval 0,t,tp when l 0@Wn :

j ~ t !5qn̄
dl0~ t !

dt
;qA@mpn̄NA~V2V0!#/2t;

1

At
. ~22!

We can drop the last term in Eq.~18! if

qB0n̄
2@Wp2 l 0~ t !#

qn̄dl0~ t !/dt
,
B0n̄Wp

Wp /tp
5B0n̄tp!1. ~23!

The time tp necessary for electric field to reach thepN
junction @when l 0(t)5Wp#, is given by

tp5t01
1

2

n̄

NA

Wp
212WpWn

~V2V0!mp
. ~24!

Substituting into this expression the value
NA5ND51015 cm23, n̄5231016 cm23, Wp5531024 cm,
Wn51.531024 cm23 givesV051.85 V and forV56 V we
obtaintp'2.1 ns. It is in good agreement with Figs. 8 and
Substitution of numerical values into Eq.~23! shows that the
process of electric field penetration is fast enough, so
~23! holds:B0n̄tp'0.03!1.

C. Immunity with respect to dV /dt switching

It is well known experimentally that a fast increase
the anode voltage induces switching of a thyristor befor
quasistatic break-over voltage is reached. It was pointed
in Ref. 14, that the remaining majority carriers~holes in the
p base! supporting theON state, provide a forward bias fo
the emitter-basepN junction and inducedV/dt switching. To
reveal the effect of electric field penetration into thep base
we have performed a transient simulation for the appl
anode voltage, which has the following form. Starting fro
the positive valueV50.5 V, the anode voltageV is pulsed to
a negative valueVneg. After an interval of timeTneg the
voltageV increases during 1 ns to the valueVpos.

Maximum positive voltageVpos
max, up to which the thyris-

tor can be pulsed in 1 ns without switching on, is plotted
a function ofTneg in Fig. 13. For negative voltagesV,V0 ,
small positive bias switches the deviceON and this positive
bias practically does not depend on the magnitudeTneg. For
V.V0 immunity sharply increases forTneg'tp . This shows
that tp , calculated in the previous section, has a meaning
a switching time of our device.Vpos

max practically does not
depend on the magnitude ofTneg for t.Tneg.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have developed a numerical model for an analysis
reverse recovery processes in optoelectronic thyristors.
sults of numerical calculations demonstrate, that there
two substantially different regimes of a recovery process.
small reverse voltages the depletion region is formed n
the anode,p-base junction as a result of removal of fa
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 2, 15 January 1996
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diffusing electrons. After the depletion region is formed, th
tail period starts and electron and hole concentrations grad
ally decrease with time. The depletion region takes most
the applied voltage. The electric field is not efficient from th
viewpoint of removal of slow diffusing holes.

In the regime of punchthrough, when then base is suf-
ficiently narrow, the space-charge region near thePn junc-
tion is unable to consume all negative applied voltage. Aft
the n layer becomes completely depleted, the electric fie
starts penetrating into thep base and enhances removal o
holes. Rate of this penetration and recovery time has be
calculated in terms of device parameters. For narrown bases,
time tp , required to evacuate all excess holes from the cen
region, is proportional to the square of thep-base width.
Immunity with respect todV/dt switching sharply increases
if a thyristor is kept under the negative voltage longer tha
tp . The numerical model allows to see the main features
the reverse recovery processes in optothyristors in the regi
of n-base punchthrough and it may be helpful for a desig
of fast switches, based on two-terminal optoelectron
thyristors.
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